Structural defects in 2D materials offer an effective way to engineer new material functionalities beyond conventional doping in semiconductors [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Specifically, deep in-gap defect states of chalcogen vacancies have been associated with intriguing phenomena in monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) 1,2,6-10 .
Structural defects in 2D materials offer an effective way to engineer new material functionalities beyond conventional doping in semiconductors [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Specifically, deep in-gap defect states of chalcogen vacancies have been associated with intriguing phenomena in monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) 1,2,6-10 .
Here, we report the direct experimental correlation of the atomic and electronic structure of a sulfur vacancy in monolayer WS 2 by a combination of CO-tip noncontact atomic force microscopy (nc-AFM) and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). Sulfur vacancies, which are absent in as-grown samples, were deliberately created by annealing in vacuum. Two energetically narrow unoccupied defect states of the vacancy provide a unique fingerprint of this defect. Direct imaging of the defect orbitals by STM and state-of-the-art GW calculations reveal that the large splitting of 252 meV between these defect states is induced by spin-orbit coupling. The controllable incorporation and potential decoration of chalcogen vacancies provide a new route to tailor the optical, catalytic and magnetic properties of TMDs.
Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) and other layered materials have recently attracted considerable interest because of their unique properties arising from the combination of quantum confinement, reduced screening and lack of inversion symmetry in the monolayer limit. The strong confinement, however, also causes TMD properties to be particularly sensitive to defects. Structural defects in TMDs are thought to substantially modify optoelectronic properties and induce catalytic functionality to the otherwise inert surface.
Particularly, chalcogen vacancies have been attributed to a variety of phenomena including single-photon emission 6 , defect-bound excitons 2,7,9,10 , catalytic activity 8 and hopping transport 1 . In most of these studies, the chalcogen vacancy functionality was only indirectly inferred by the presence of this defect in transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 1, 5, [11] [12] [13] [14] .
Moreover, TMD monolayers are known to be electron beam sensitive and vacancy defects can be created in-situ by knock-on or radiolysis effects 1, 5, [11] [12] [13] [14] , as reflected in the very high reported defect densities on the order of 10 13 cm −2 , even in exfoliated samples, 14 with an estimated vacancy generation rate of about 5 × 10 10 cm −2 s −1 1,11 .
A decisive factor for the functionality of defects is the creation of defect states in the band gap of the semiconductor. While TEM can routinely resolve the atomic lattice, the electronic structure around the Fermi level is not easily accessible by TEM. Conversely, scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) can probe the electronic structure of even single defects 10, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , but the defect assignment is not straightforward because their STM contrast is dominated by their electronic states, and tip-dependent contrast inversion makes it difficult to assign lattice sites. Both of these complications have lead to recent contradictory defect identification in TMDs by STM 10, 18, 21 .
In this study, we use a combination of CO-tip noncontact atomic force microscopy (nc-AFM), scanning tunneling microscopy/spectroscopy (STM/STS) and ab initio GW calculations to unambiguously identify and characterize the chalcogen vacancy in WS 2 . We find that chalcogen vacancies are largely absent in as-grown TMD samples under ambient conditions. Chalcogen vacancies were, however, deliberately created by in vacuo annealing at elevated temperatures. In STS, the sulfur vacancy in WS 2 exhibits a characteristic fingerprint with two narrow unoccupied defect states accompanied by vibronic satellite peaks. The observed splitting between the two defect peaks is caused by extraordinarily strong spin-orbit coupling. Our results challenge the current perception of the presence and functionality of the most discussed defect in TMDs. It also opens up new avenues for defect engineering in the context of valleytronics, solitary dopant optoelectronics and catalysis.
The WS 2 samples are grown using chemical vapor deposition (CVD) on graphitized SiC substrates as describe in the Methods section. As argued in a recent paper 20 , chalcogen site defects are abundant but they can be identified as oxygen substituents rather than chalcogen vacancies with a radically different electronic structure 20, 22 . Undecorated sulfur vacancies can, however, be readily generated by annealing or ion bombardment in vacuum as reported previously 2, 11, 23, 24 . Calculations also showed that in vacuum, the chalcogen vacancy has the lowest formation energy of any intrinsic defect in several TMD materials 12, 14 . Note that a recent study found that this is not necessarily the case when other molecules are present 20 .
In Fig. 1 21 , revealing the difficulty of defect structure identification based on STM alone.
Our defect structure assignment is based on the CO-tip nc-AFM images that are in excellent agreement with simulations based on the probe particle model 25 (see Fig. S3 )
as well as the distinct defect electronic structure as discussed in detail below. While the CO-tip in nc-AFM is exceptionally sensitive to the outermost surface layer, it is difficult to distinguish between vacancies and substituted oxygens, which are located slightly below the surface sulfur plane. For both types of defects the surrounding surface sulfur atoms relax similarly and the oxygen atom of O S binds closer to the tungsten plane, the defect in the top sulfur layer appears as a missing S atom, and the defect in the bottom sulfur layer appears as a S atom that is protruding from the surface for both V S and O S (c.f. The spectra shown in Fig. 2a ,b are measured on WS 2 (1ML) on bilayer graphene. On a monolayer graphene substrate, the filled-state spectrum is qualitatively different. We find an additional major resonance around −1.3 V and the valence band is pushed upwards (see Fig. S4 ). This additional feature is identified as a charging peak (see Fig. S5 ). The different behavior of mono-vs bilayer graphene substrate can be explained by the observed energetic shift of the V S defect states and conduction band towards lower energies of about 160 meV.
The shift is induced by a combination of screening effects and shift in work function between mono-and bilayer graphene 27 . Since the V S defect states shift closer to the Fermi level on the monolayer graphene substrate, tip-induced band bending is sufficient to pull the lower V S state below the Fermi level, hence negatively charging the defect in the vicinity of the tip at sufficiently large electric fields. Using the charging peak, a field-induced shift of 11% of the applied bias voltage was estimated at the chosen tunneling set point. Note that the defect state energies stated above were corrected for this field-induced shift. For a detailed discussion about the tip-induced charging we refer to the SI.
To verify our interpretation of the spin-orbit split defect states of the sulfur vacancy, we calculated the electronic structure of a WS 2 monolayer with chalcogen vacancy point defects using the ab initio GW approach. We constructed a supercell consisting of 5 unit In summary, we created and identified individual sulfur vacancies in monolayer WS 2 by a combination of atomic-resolution nc-AFM, STS and ab initio GW calculations. We show that a sulfur vacancy gives rise to two unoccupied in-gap defect states that appear as sharp resonances followed by vibronic satellite peaks in STS. The deep in-gap states act as a strong atom trap, which explains why undecorated chalcogen vacancies are largely absent in as-grown TMD samples under ambient conditions. Remarkably, the degeneracy between the four V S defect orbitals is lifted by spin-orbit interaction into two pairs of degenerate orbitals as revealed by direct STM orbital imaging and state-of-the-art DFT and GW calculations. The exceptionally large spin-orbit splitting between the sulfur vacancy states was measured to be 252 meV, consistent with our theoretical predictions. These results suggest that the controllable introduction of chalcogen vacancies in vacuum could be used to tune the spin-valley polarization in TMDs and may be potentially used as single-photon emitters. Moreover, the reactive vacancy sites are expected to trap diffusing adatoms, hence embedding arbitrary dopants into the 2D TMD matrix. This concept could be particularly interesting to study the interaction of magnetic impurities in a highly-correlated material or to catalytically activate the inert basal plane of TMDs. 
Scanning probe measurements
STM/nc-AFM measurements. The experiments were performed using a CreaTec lowtemperature (T ≈ 5 K), ultra-high vacuum (p ≈ 10 −10 mbar) combined STM and nc-AFM.
The sensor was based on a qPlus 34 quartz-crystal cantilever design operated in the frequencymodulation mode 35 (resonance frequency f 0 ≈ 30 kHz, spring constant k ≈ 1800 N/m, quality factor Q ≈ 60, 000, and oscillation amplitude A ≈ 1Å). The voltage was applied to the sample.
STM images were taken in constant-current mode. STS spectra are performed in constant-height mode with a lock-in amplifier running at 670 Hz and 3 mV. The STS spectra has been characterized on Au(111) to ensure a relatively flat tip density of states. Nc-AFM measurements were acquired in constant-height mode at V = 0 V. The known contrast mechanism of CO-tip nc-AFM imaging enabled the unambiguous lattice site identification. 25, 36, 37 Sample and tip preparation. The CVD grown WS 2 /MLG/SiC was annealed in vacuo either at about 250 • C or 600 • C for 30 min. At the lower annealing temperatures the only defects at sulfur sites were O S defects. At the higher annealing temperature, however, pristine sulfur vacancies were found as well along with O S defects (see Figs. S1,2).
The focused ion beam cut PtIr tip was sharpened by repeated indentations into a Au substrate.
A CO tip was created by picking-up a single CO molecule from the Au(111) surface 38,39 located in proximity of the WS 2 /MLG/SiC sample.
Density-functional theory (DFT) and GW calculations
We first performed a density functional theory (DFT) calculation in the local density approximation (LDA) 40 , with the Quantum Espresso package 41 , to obtain the mean-field starting point of our GW calculation. The calculations were done with a 5×5 supercell arrangement of the WS 2 monolayer with one chalcogen vacancy per cell. We use a plane-wave basis and norm-conserving pseudopotentials with a 70 Ry wave function cutoff. We included the W 5s, 5p, and 5d states as valence states. The distance between repeated supercells in the out-of-plane direction was 15Å.
We fully relaxed the atomic coordinates while constraining the lattice constant to the experimental values of 3.15Å. A 16×16×1 k-point grid was used to calculate the self-consistent charge density.
We performed GW calculations with the BerkeleyGW code 42 . Our main results are obtained within the Hybertsen-Louie generalized plasmon-pole (HL-GPP) model [42] [43] [44] . We used an energy cutoff of 25 Ry for the reciprocal lattice components of the dielectric matrix and included 2000 states in the summation over unoccupied states (convergence was tested with up to 20,000 states).
We employed the nonuniform neck subsampling (NNS) scheme 45 to sample the Brillouin zone and to speed up the convergence with respect to k-point sampling. In this scheme, we use a 3×3×1 uniform q-grid and include an additional 10 q-points in the voronoi cell around q=0, such that the smallest q-vector corresponds to 1/1150th of a reciprocal lattice. This corresponds to an effective q-grid of more than 1000×1000×1 uniform q-points and converges the QP energies within better than 0.01 eV. A truncated Coulomb interaction was used to prevent spurious interactions between periodic images of the 2D sheet 46 .
To include the spin-orbit interactions we then performed a fully-relativistic noncollinear DFT calculation within Quantum Espresso, using the relaxed structure from the non-relativistic calcu- [6] Srivastava, A. et al. Optically active quantum dots in monolayer WSe 2 . Nat. Nanotechnol.
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[12] Zhou, W. et al. Intrinsic structural defects in monolayer molybdenum disulfide. Nano Lett. and bottom sulfur layer (V S top and V S bottom) form. As seen in Fig. S1 , all the above mentioned defect types co-exist after the high annealing treatment and can be discriminated by their characteristic STM contrast a few 100 meV above the conduction band onset (V = 1.1 V in Fig. S1 ).
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In in detail in the manuscript). In CO-tip nc-AFM both defect types appear as a missing S atom in the surface sulfur layer. The O substituent is bound more closely to the W atoms (see structure model in Fig. 1j ), therefore the O atom is not directly resolved as a repulsive (bright) feature in CO-tip nc-AFM. Under the same imaging conditions (identical tip and scan height) the O S appears, however, slightly more attractive (darker) as the V S top as seen in Fig. S2c,d . This (small) contrast di erence is also reproduced by nc-AFM simulations based on the probe particle 
TIP-INDUCED SULFUR VACANCY CHARGING ON SINGLE-LAYER GRAPHENE
On single-layer graphene (SLG) we nd a sharp feature in the STS spectra of the sulfur vacancy at negative sample bias and a signi cant upwards shift of the valence band (see Fig. S4a ).
We attribute the major resonance at negative bias around −1.3 V to the stationary tip-induced charging of the defect (commonly referred to as charging peak 3 ). The charging peak is identi ed by its energetic position shifts with tip position as illustrated in Fig. S5 . The farther the tip is away from the defect (both laterally and vertically), the more the charging peak shifts towards more negative voltages. In Fig. S5a , dI/dV(V) spectra are taken at di erent tip heights on the V S . Only the charging peak shifts energetically. At high enough negative bias and close enough tip-sample distances, the charging peak appears in dI/dV maps as a ring-like feature.
In dI/dV(z) spectroscopy at constant bias ( drop across the WS 2 layer in the double barrier tunneling junction geometry, where at a certain threshold electrostatic eld the lowest unoccupied defect state is pulled below the Fermi level of the graphene substrate. Hence, the defect gets statically negatively charged if the tip is within a certain distance from the defect, which depends on the applied bias (the more negative the bias the larger the distance). Only if the tip is within tunneling distance of the defect state, the additional electron in the defect can drain to the tip. On average the defect stays negatively charged because it is immediately re lled by electrons from the substrate. Therefore, the contrast of the dI/dV map Fig. S5b within the charging ring resembles the defect state, that is occupied by the eld-induced charging, which corresponds to the lowest unoccupied defect orbital. From the lowest unoccupied defect state resonance energy (which is also eld-shifted) and the charging peak energy we estimate a eld induced shift of 11% of the applied bias voltage on the defect center at the chosen tunneling set point. The reported V S defect state energies in the manuscript were corrected for this shift.
No charging peak was observed for sulfur vacancies on monolayer WS 2 islands with a bilayer can be explained by the energetic shift of the band structure induced by screening e ects and a change in work function 4, 5 . This combined e ect shrinks the WS 2 band gap and shifts the VBM and CBM towards higher energies for WS 2 on BLG. As seen in Fig. S4c , the V S defects states and the CBM are rigidly shifted by about 160 mV towards higher energies for BLG. Hence, the tip-induced band bending at negative bias as described in the previous paragraph is, in the case of the BLG substrate not high enough to pull down the lowest V S defect state below the Fermi level. Therefore, no tip-induced charging is observed.
SULFUR TOP VACANCY VS SULFUR BOTTOM VACANCY
The electronic signature of the top and bottom sulfur vacancy are essentially equivalent as evident from the STS spectra shown in Fig. S6 . This indicates no signi cant hybridization of the V S defect states with the underlying graphene substrate exists. A small shift of the defect state energies on the order of 20 meV is observed, which we attribute to the substrate electronic inhomogeneity. This position dependent shift acts on the entire spectrum, hence the relative energetic position of the defect state with respect to the conduction band onset stays constant.
TOTAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM COMPONENTS OF V S LOCALIZED IN-GAP STATES
Fig . S7 shows the DFT projected density of states (PDOS) of states on atomic orbitals with a signi cant contribution to the defect states. Each subplot shows contributions from an atomic orbital with a speci c orbital angular momentum, L, and total angular momentum, J, with the colored area proportional to the contributions from states with di erent secondary total angular momentum numbers, m j . Each doubly-degenerate state has equal contributions from +m j and −m j , as the degeneracy arises as a consequence of Kramers theorem in the presence of timereversal symmetry. Hence, unlike the bulk VBM, the defect states exhibit no spin polarization.
To emphasize this point, Table I shows the contribution to the total density of states from a subset of the angular momentum eigenstates with the largest contribution. * bschuler@lbl.gov † jbneaton@lbl.gov ‡ afweber-bargioni@lbl.gov c Direct comparison of the in-gap defect states of V S top and bottom on the same island. The small rigid shift of the spectrum (including the onset of the valence and conduction band) can be explained by the substrate electronic inhomogeneity, which is on the order of 20 meV. Since the splitting and broadening of the top and bottom V S is essentially the same, signi cant substrate hybridization e ects can be excluded. 
